NOT JUST A MUM
Helix Arts and Save the Children Manchester collaborated to produce Our Story, a series of
creative workshops with parents and professionals at Longsight Children’s Centre.
Parents explored their hopes, dreams, aspirations and talked about their experiences of
raising a family. This led to sharing creative outcomes through the exhibition ‘Not Just a Mum’.
Working alongside artist Chanje Kundra participants used creative techniques that gave them
a chance to pause, share their stories with others and suggest changes that could improve
their communities. Outside of workshops, parents were encouraged to journal and collect
stories from their everyday lives demonstrating the value of individuality.

Creative processes
Participants explored numerous techniques described below and evident in the exhibition.
CIRCLE OF PROXIMITY
Working independently, the participants were challenged to consider what is around them. Placing
themselves and daily lives in the centre of the image, participants were asked to reflect, through
drawing, on community support and how accessible it is to them and other communities and cultures.
The artwork created suggests needed change and addresses inequalities participants feel are
present in Longsight and the surrounding areas.
What services are lacking or are useful and valuable to the parents living in Longsight,
Manchester?
VISION BOARDS
The vision boards were used to create space for participants to talk and make without pressure, not
about drawing, but finding words and visions for their future. Focusing on future aspirations for their
lives and community, participants examined their personal wants and needs.
How could the things which they envisioned improve their lives?
JOURNALS
Used as a reflective tool outside of workshops, journals were used to personally examine their
individual lives. Every journal was unique as they reflected on the mundane to the magnificent.
Conversations with family members, the impact of the significantly changing economic climate on their
personal lives and how parental responsibilities affect them are all featured within journals.
As the workshops and trust developed, individuals shared segments with one another presenting the
day to day challenges and using this knowledge and introspection to influence their artwork.
CALLIGRAPHY
The elegant text created by individuals in the group allowed for these thoughts and phrases to
become visual art which can be shared. Writing in their first language, the participants' artwork
shared the dreams and hopes for their children as they grow.
A film available online shares an individual’s spoken word about their calligraphy.
View this film at www.helixarts.com/work/our-story/

